Sahar has grown up around neighborhood cats from a very young age. She is an avid animal lover, and has chosen to be a voice for those who cannot speak for themselves. First and foremost, Sahar keeps the neighborhood cats on a strict feeding schedule. She puts food out on her porch every night at exactly 6pm. She also provides shelter to mother cats, and keeps their kittens until they are old enough to be adopted. Sahar takes each cat to the vet if they are ill, and works to get them spayed and neutered to regulate their population. If a cat appears to have an ideal temperament for home living, Sahar searches for a cat shelter with a strict no-kill policy and works to find them a permanent home. Sahar’s long term plan is to convert a property owned by her family into her own no-kill shelter and to study nonprofit management in college to help her in this endeavor.